by Learn on Demand Systems

As a way to address the training gap between Instructor-Led Training
and Self-Paced courses, Learn on Demand Systems has created shortduration, scenario-based, hands-on activities called IT Pro Challenges.
What are they?
• Challenges are available in three levels: Guided, Advanced and
Expert.
• Multi-vendor cloud focused topics - starting with Azure.
• 340+ challenges available within the next several months.
• Challenges will be available for purchase individually, at the topic
level (series), or all access (library).

GUIDED

GUIDED CHALLENGE

Similar to a traditional lab, but replaces
the step-by-step instructions with goals
and objectives along with detailed hints,
which allow students to check their work
as they progress. Duration ~ 30 minutes.

How can they help grow your business?
• Students want and need additional hands-on practice opportunities.
• Enables you to expand upon the topics discussed in your courses.
• Allows you to differentiate yourself from your competitors.
• Create blended learning by combining challenges with other activities.
• Provides ongoing engagement opportunities.

ACCESS

LIST
PRICE

PARTNER PRICE

Single Challenge

30 days

$4.95

$2.48

10 Challenges Series

90 days

$29.95

$14.98

All-Access

365 days

$49.95

$24.98

(50% DISCOUNT)

Each challenge may only be taken once. No retakes or saves available.

		
		

For additional information please visit:
https://lod.one/ITProChallenges

ADVANCED

ADVANCED CHALLENGE

Based on a series of requirements built
around an overall objective. It lets
students figure out if they know how to
perform administrative tasks, and helps
them learn new ones by utilizing resource
information. Each requirement must be
completed successfully to move to the
next. Duration ~ 45 minutes.

EXPERT

EXPERT CHALLENGE

Students will complete a large
configuration task to showcase their mastery of a topic, which could span multiple
products, technologies and platforms.
They will not receive task guidance. An
automated score is given once complete.
Duration ~ 60 minutes.
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